
 

Almond

First of all, no one asked my permission about any of this. We have a serious problem of people not

minding their own business and telling others how to live. There seems to be an epidemic of arrogance

with some people believing they are “werthier” than others. I don’t think fertility and reproduction needed

much assistance before the advent of modern civilization with all the ways it has destroyed health. Most

poor health comes from man’s alienation from nature and respect for natural law. It is amazing to see how

miraculously the body can heal when given what it needs.

Although it may be di�cult to diagnose those needs. For nearly a century, medicine has emphasized the

biochemical functioning of the human body. (With the exception of certain brilliant individuals such as

Royal Rife.) This was to the advantage of pharmaceutical companies. The traditional knowledge of TCM,

for example, was largely ignored in the western world. Yet, the structure at the atomic, molecular and

subatomic level is the basis of biology and chemistry. Healing or poor health can occur instantaneously if

the energies are altered. Function depends on form.

If you alter one small function, you will likely affect many other metabolic pathways. It is disturbing to see

man playing God as if the Master design is somehow defective. I am of an age where I have no need to

become more tech savvy. I observe so many gadgets and gizmos that are more trouble than they are

worth. Either they are very expensive, break down easily or do not function well. My needs are met simply.

I would be better served to just be left alone to live my life in peace. Anyone who cannot understand that

does not have my best interest at heart.
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brianallen1

Thank you, Almond. As it is written: All man's wisdom is folly. How people ever survived without all

this hyper technology over all of these centuries is a miracle. No thank you.
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hoplitex

"Of all tyrannies, a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may be the most oppressive.

It would be better to live under robber barons than under omnipotent moral busybodies. The robber

baron's cruelty may sometimes sleep, his cupidity may at some point be satiated; but those who

torment us for our own good will torment us without end for they do so with the approval of their own

conscience." ~ C. S. Lewis
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juststeve

A Reader's Digest version of the article coming from the article; " And again, I would personally be

cautiously excited about such a wonder material if it weren’t in the hands of the maniacs who have no

respect for my body! I am not a conspiracy theorist, I am a conspiracy realist!" Hear, hear.
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Guillermou

Just, from a reference to a phrase from the discoverer of penicillin, the similarity is the good use and

abuse of penicillin by the medical class creating bacteria resistant to antibiotics.
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juststeve

Yes Gui, from the man who discovered Penicillin gave the warning of caution to not abuse this

product. He recognized from the very beginning to misuse it would bring exactly where we are today.

Great catch Gui.
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airsurfer

hi, regarding penicillin... Try to avoid only looking at it through the o�cial story. As the cure seems to

open the door for more disease. Does it create superbugs or make you more susceptible to other

diseases? Apparently pasteur warned (it's called anti...biotic) against his false cure... more like

symptom suppression with the assumption that this equates that the

imbalance/disregulation/sickness/poison is gone. I've come to the point where I question any outside

intervention as the body is made to repair itself.

I think the answer is listen to the body and trust it, but we've been 'educated' in not listening and

instead hammering symptoms with poisons. I think the nose and other senses are smart. While big

harma makes 'cures' that generate them even more business later on. Always be wary when they

promise you the moon or heaven, it's often the opposite. It's their business. How can you trust

regulating bodies who claim miracle materials/cures while at the same time they turn a fully blind eye

to the known root causes of diseases??

If they are so high-tech competent, how come they 'don't know' about the poisons everybody else

knows about? If you want to spread any material, for any reason, on a worldwide scale, you just

incorporate it in user products. You don't say 'please buy my product, it contains poison, I promise, just

a little bit, or I'll give you a discount'. Adding it to needful products is much more effective.
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Smudge2

Personally, I wouldn't go near it. It's used in electronics and help with controlling drones. This is from 2019,

so u can imagine where they are with it now. How Drones Can Bene�t from Graphene

www.azorobotics.com/Article.aspx
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depadoo

I have seen frequency programs to detox from graphene as from the jab. So they must see the same

thinking as you do Smudge
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GreatIdea

Graphene is the substance in the COVID vaccines that cause our bodies to act as living antennas, so that

the nanotechnology can send and receive information. Can it be trusted? No. When international scientist

and graphene expert Dr. Andreas Noack tried to tell everyone about the vaccines and graphene oxide, he

was raided and killed by police on a live stream.
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Heart_jewel

At last Dr. Mercola posts an article about nanotechnology. This hot topic is being denied by many well-

known physicians, at the same time researchers �nd diverse kinds of nanotech in people's blood. Big

applause!
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Krofter

Yes, I was also pleasantly surprised to see this article from Tessa here. For those of us who have been

writing about this for 3 years, I'm hoping that more of the truth about graphene and the

nanotech/transhumanistic agenda will be forthcoming here. Here's two from early to mid 2021 -

secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-vaccines-update-6

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../graphine-oxide-epidemic
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pjmauigirl

Charles Lieber, the Harvard chemist mentioned in the article was arrested in early 2020 upon return from

working in China. Always thought that was pretty suspicious given the timing and nature of his work. And

given that much of the scienti�c hubris over the past decades has done terrible harm to the planet I would

say don't come near me with your wild ideas about what you want to put into and near my body.
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susankulis

Great article! Thanks!
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sam3716

And I like the tone of disbelief running through the article, be�tting our mood about all things health and

wealth nowadays. Would wish she could write an article about the plethora of snake oil adverts I

immediately encounter after I might enquire about an ailment. All with the same long boring intro,

assuring us of safety, exclusive, RARE, NATURAL ingredients, his history of medical practice, and half

price for the next 30 minutes, magic formula he promises to tell but never does...
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Bumble01

Thank you Tessa for expressing your outrage at this abominable situation. You speak for many! I am

beyond fed-up of feeling like a lab guinea pig for all these weird and potentially very dangerous

experiments that are being in�icted on the population. Surely, whether a person is religious or not, we

should all be able to agree that there is sanctity to human life and that it should not just be a testing

ground for the rapacious globalists. This is an article I read recently about the safety testing of inhaled

graphene. They say it did not "seem" to pose a risk to human health but two words in the article really

jumped out: blood clotting.

www.independent.co.uk/tech/graphene-wonder-material-health-experiment-..  Also, I recall how during

pandemic, Japan rejected over a million vaccine doses due to them containing metal fragments

www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2021/08/27/national/moderna-contamination-me..  And �nally, they are

experimenting with putting it in food! Where will all this madness end?? archive.is/2021.08.05-

211017/https://www.fastcompany.com/90160784/edib..
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kanajelly

What about this article? engineering.berkeley.edu/news/2016/01/�ltering-water-with-graphene/
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hoplitex

Interesting article. -------- Decades ago, I read that water hyacinths can *purify* water. -------- In a weird

way, the imagery I involuntarily associate with "�ltering water with graphene" comes from "charcoal

mellowed" Jack Daniels xD
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